New Non-teaching Staff

Dean’s Office
1. Chun Lai Teh, Connie
   Corporate Support Officer (Grade 4)
2. Chong May Ling
   Corporate Support Officer (Grade 5)

Division of Circuits & Systems
1. Ng Kok Chai
   Project Officer

Division of Information Engineering
1. Gao Hai
   Research Fellow
2. Lim Khoon Song
   Research Associate
3. Wang Lei
   Research Associate
4. Yang Huijuan
   Research Associate
5. Yu Xiaodong
   Research Associate
6. Wei Na
   Project Officer
7. Zeng Jiancheng
   Project Officer
8. Ong Say Cheng
   Technical Executive (Grade 5)

Division of Control & Instrumentation
1. Mohamed Zainuddin s/o Mohamed Jalal
   Technical Executive (Grade 3)

Department of Communication Engineering
1. Li Kai
   Research Fellow
2. Gong Liping
   Research Associate
3. Eishi Iga
   Research Fellow
4. Gao Fei
   Research Fellow
5. Huang Lei
   Research Fellow
6. Raviinder K Khatri
   Research Fellow
7. Tian Yuan
   Research Fellow
8. Wu Jiahui
   Research Fellow
9. Anum Shereen
   Research Associate
10. Liu Yinhua
    Research Fellow
11. Gao Yucei
    Research Fellow
12. Soh Eng Hwee
    Project Officer
13. You Xiong
    Project Officer
14. Zhao Yueshi
    Project Officer

Division of Microelectronics
1. Liu Xiaowen
   Research Fellow
2. Gao Fei
   Research Fellow
3. Huang Lei
   Research Fellow
4. Raviinder K Khatri
   Research Fellow
5. Tian Yuan
   Research Fellow
6. Wu Jiahui
   Research Fellow
7. Anum Shereen
   Research Associate
8. Liu Yinhua
   Research Fellow
9. Gao Yucei
   Research Fellow
10. Soh Eng Hwee
    Project Officer
11. You Xiong
    Project Officer
12. Zhao Yueshi
    Project Officer

Satellite Engineering Centre
1. Anand Kumar Agarwala
   Project Officer
2. Deepak Mohan
   Project Officer
3. Vipul Gupta
   Project Officer
4. Yeap Yeap Wei
   Project Officer

Biomedical Engineering Research Centre
1. Xiao Tan
   Research Fellow
2. Rudi Irawan
   Research Fellow
3. Dash Anjan Kumar
   Research Associate
4. Fei Xin
   Research Associate
5. Yang Xiangyu
   Research Associate
6. Yu Jian Hong
   Research Associate
7. Goh Keng Kuan
   Project Officer
8. Lim Yang Ling
   Project Officer
9. Prabaharan Kandasamy
   Project Officer
10. Zheng Minziao
    Project Officer

New Appointments
1. Dr. Kallinin, Andrei Vladimirovich
2. Tan Chin Tuan Exchange Fellow
   05 February 2003
3. Dr. Yeo Cheew Beng, Allen
   Adjunct Assistant Professor
   02 January 2003
4. Dr. Zheng Weilu
   Tan Chin Tuan Exchange Fellow
   02 December 2002
5. Dr. Tan Boch Khin, Kenneth
   Tan Chin Tuan Exchange Fellow
   02 January 2003
6. Dr. Debasish Mitra
   Albert Winsemius Professor
   19 January 2003
7. Dr. Lakshmi Narasimhan (Mohan)
   Adjunct Associate Professor
   15 October 2002

Division of Microelectronics

Dr. Chia-Mee Koy, Associate Professor
10 January 2003

Dr. Ng Beng Koon, Assistant Professor
25 November 2002
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